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SUMMARY 

This report contains heat-transfer and pressure-drop data for a 
system in which air f l ows over a heated fla t pl ate containing strips 
of metal placed normal to the direction of air flow. These strips are 
r eferre d to as "boundary-laye r interrupters " or "turbulence promoters." 

The heat - transfer rates and static-pressure drops are increased 
for this system over that for a flat plate alone because of the eddies , 
turbulence , and fin effect caused by the interrupters. The increase of 
the heat-transfer r a tes is l arge when compared at equal weight rates of 
air . However, when compared at e qUE'.1 values of power consumed in pumping 
the air along the test section, the values of the unit thermal conduct
ance are the same for flow over a flat plate alone , over a flat plate 
with either 1/8 - or 3/8-inch interrupter strips, or with wooden "pin fins ." 

INTRODUCTION 

This report contains additional data which may oe used to extend 
the knowledge of basic heat - transfer systems. In references 1 and 2 
heat - transfer nd pressure-drop dat a are presented for air flowing over 
flat plates containing "pin fins" and for a ir flowing through a p8.ss r ge 
containing a wave - shaped surface . 

Data are presented herein for the system in which air is passed 
over a heated flat plate on which are mounted stri s of metn.l placed 
normal to the direction of air flow (fig . 1) . These strips are referred 
to a s "b oundary-layer i nterrupters" or "turbulence promoters." The 
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principal function of these interrupters is to cause eddies and tur
bulence in the fluid as it flows over an otherwise smooth plate, as 
shown in the following sketch. 

- • .. 
-

The flat plate containing the interrupters was one side of a 
rectangular duct unit. The other side was movable in order to vary 
the duct width. Two heights of interrupters were used (1/8 and 3/8 in.), 
mounted at l - inch intervals. 

Local values of the unit thermal conductance as a function of the 
distance along the interrupter plate are evaluated and compared with 
the values obtained in the absence of the interrupters. A similar 
comparison is made for the measured static-pressure drops and pumping 
power required. 

It is believed that the data presented in this report and in 
references 1 to 4 may be used to evaluate the role of eddies and tur
bulence in increasing heat-transfer rates and static-pressure drops. 
A designer of heater units for aircr aft use may therefore estimate more 
accurately the thermal and hydrodynamical behavior of a given system. 

This work was conducted at the University of California under the 
sponsorship and with the financial assistance of the National Advisory 
Committee for Aeronautics. 
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SYMBOLS 

heat - transfer area of plate, square feet 

average unit thermal conductance, Btu/(hr)(sq ft)(~) 

local unit thermal conductance, Btu/(hr)(sq ft)(OF) 

weight rate per unit average cross-sectional area (area 
evaluated in absence of interrupter strips),(lb)/(p~)(sq ft) 
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heat of vaporization for water at atmospheric pressure 
(14.7 Ib/sq in. abs .) and 2120 F, Btu/(lb) 

static-pressure drop across plate, (in. of water) 

heat-transfer rate, Btu/(hr) 

average time rate of steam condensation per section under 
load conditions, (lb)/(hr) 

average time r ate of steam condensation under no-load 
conditions, (lb)/(hr) 

surface temperature of test plate, of 

weight rate of air, (lb)/(hr) 

3 

x distance a long test section of heated plate from leading edge, 
inches 

duct width, inches 

~o temperature of air at entrance of test section, of 

computed local mixed-mean air temperature, of 

DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS 

The test equipment is very nearly the same steam-condensing 
calorimetric apparatus a s that used in the pin-fin tests described in 
r eference 1. 

Ten steam-condensate collectors were fastened to the back of the 
heated plate in order to obtain local heat-transfer rates. To the face 
of the plate were affixed 17 interrupter strips, at l-inch intervals, 
extending across the entire roeight of the plate. Tests were made using 
liS-inch interrupters and 3/S-inch interrupters (fig. 1). 

Static-pressure taps were located approximately 12 inches upstream 
a nd 12 inches downstream from the hea ted plate. 

The panel of the duct opposite the heated plate was made movable 

in order to vary the duct width. The heated plate was 12 by l~ inches . 

, 
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METHOD OF ANALYSIS 

Heat Transfer 

The local unit thermal conductance fc
x 

was determined as a function 

of the distance from the leading edge of the heated test plate x, the 
duct width Yo' and G the we i ght r ate per unit area of air flowing 

through the duct . 

The heat transferred from the condensing steam in the steam chest 
to the a ir flowing through the pa ssage was calculated from 

(1 ) 

where Db is the heat of vaporizati on for water at atmospheric vap 

pressure and 2120 F , Rav is the average rate of condensation per section 

under " load" conditions, and R ' is the average rate of condensation av 
per section under "no - load" conditions. The terms "load" and "no load" 
apply to the test conditions in which air was passed and not pa ssed, 
respectively , over the test plate while condensation data were obtained. 

The t emper atures of t he air at the entrance and the exit of the 
test section wer e measured . The l atter, togethe r with the temperatures 
at i nte r me di ate point s a l ong the test section, was also calculated from 
the measur ements of condensation r ates, air we ight r ate, and air temper
atur e at t he ent r ance . 

The l oca l unit ther mal conductance is then calculated from 

or q 

where A is the heat - transfer area corresponding to the measured 
heat - transfer rate q, tp is the temperature of the metal surface 

(2 ) 

• 
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(assumed to be at 2120 F) , and Tx is the computed local mixed-mean 

air temperature. 

Static-Pressure Drop 

The measured nonisothermal static-pressure drops were corrected 
to apply to a l~ -inch f i nned plate. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Heat Transfer 

5 

The values of the local unit thermal conductance fc are presented 
x 

in figures 2 and 3 as a function of the distance along the heated 
plate x, the weight r ate per unit cross - sectional area G, the duct 
width Yo' and also the height of the interrupters. The variation of 

the local unit thermal conductance with distance along the heated plate 
for the two interrupter plates and the flat plate alone is shown in 
figure 4. The average unit thermal conductance is plotted in figure 5 
as a function of the weight rate per unit cross-sectional area for the 
t wo interrupter plates, in figure 6 as a function of the duct width, and 
in figure 7 a s a function of the height of the interrupters. 

The loca l unit thermal conductance i s approximately constant with 
distance along the heated plate except along the first 3 inches of the 
plate . The pronounced increase at a point about 2 inches from the leading 
edge appears in every test . This increase also appears for tests in 
which the flat plate was used alone. Such an increase was also evident 
in two other similar pieces of test equipment (references 1 and 5) which 
were constructed in a different manner. No satisfactory explanation has 
been found for these increases of f 

Cx 

As shown in figures 4, 5 , and 7, the heat-transfer rate over a flat 
plate is increased from 50 to 200 perce nt, depending on duct width and 
height of interrupters, by using interrupters as turbulence promoters. 
Calculations show that any added heat transfer through the l/8-inch 
interrupter strips acting as fins is small. Thus the increase of heat
t ransfer rate by the 1/8-inch interrupters is due mainly to the added 
t urbulence . However, rough calculations reveal that for the 3/8-inch 
interrupters up to 25 percent of the total heat rate is due to the heat 
t r ansferred into the air by the fin effect of the interrupters. The 
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measured heat-transfer rate of the plate with the 3/8-inch interrupters 
over that for the plate with the 1/8-inch interrupters, due to the added 
or reduced turbulence and fin effect, is only from 5 to 30 percent, 
depending on the duct width . 

Pressure Drop 

The nonisothermal static -pressure drop across the heated plate is 
plotted in figure 8 against the weight rate per unit area and in figure 9 
against the duct width . 

The pressure drop across the test section in the absence of the 
interrupters is shown for comparison in figure 9. 

Heat Transfer as a Function of Power Consumption 

Figure 10 shows the average unit thermal conductance plotted 
against W6P which is proportional to the power consumed as the fluid 
flows across the test section. Figure 10 also shows that the data 
for the flat plate, 1/8- and 3/8- inch interrupter plates fall within 
15 percent of a line drawn through the mean of the data. This line has 
a slope of 0 . 24. The analytical value of the slope for the flat plate 
is 0 .28 . This information indicates that any of these three systems 
will yield approximately the same unit thermal conductance, and thus 
approximately the same heat rate, for any fixed power consumption 
through the heater. 

Most of the data for the wooden-pin-finned plate (based on the plate 
area, reference 1) agree with those presented in figure 10. However, 
the data for the steel-pin- finned plate would appear higher than those 
other data when plotted in figure 10 because of the useful extended 
surface of the fins . Thus if turbulence promoters are to be used in a 
heater unit, the type which offers additional heat-transfer surface 
should be employed. 

CONCLUSIONS 

From the results of an investigation of the thermal and hydrodynam
ical behavior of air flowing along a flat plate containing turbulence 
promoters, the following conclusions were drawn : 

1. Wi t h t he use of the so-called "boundary-layer interrupters" 
a s turbulence promoters , t he heat - transfer rates are increased from 
50 to 200 percent over t hat for a flat plate alone. 
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2. The increase of heat transfer resulting from the use of the 
3/S-inch interrupters over that from the use of the liS-inch interrupters 
due to the additional or reduced turbulence and fin effect was from 5 
to 30 percent. 

3. For the same value of power consumed in pumping the air along the 
test section, the values of the unit thermal conductance are approximately 
equal for each of the following systems: 

(a) Flat plate alone 
(b) Flat plate with liS-inch interrupters 
(c) Flat plate with 3/S- inch interrupters 
(d) Flat plate with wooden pin fins 

4. Further analysis and data are re quired to determine generalized 
variables which may be used to fix the performance of variously spaced 
and sized turbulence promoters . 

Department of Engineering 
University of California 

Berkeley, Calif., March 26, 1946 
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Figure 1.- Schematic diagram of interrupter plates. 
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Figure 2. - Variation of l oca l unit thermal conductance with distance 
along heated plate for liB- inch interrupter plate . 
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Figure 2. - Continued. 
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Figure 2 .- Cont inued. 
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Figure 2 .- Concluded. 
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Figure 3.- Variation of local unit thermal conductance with distance 
along heated plate for 3/8-inch interrupter plate. 
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Figure 3.- Continued. 
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Figure 3.- Continued . 
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Figure 3.- Concluded. 
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Figure 4.- Comparison of heat-transfer rates over interrupter plates 
and flat plate. 
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Figure 5.- Variation of average unit therID81 conductance with weight 
r ate per unit area. 
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Figure 5. - Concluded . 



Figure 6.- Variation of average unit thermal conductance with duct width. 
(Dotted lines represent flat-plate data) reference 1.) 
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Figure 7. - Var iation of average unit thermal conductance with height of 
interrupt ers. . 
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Figure B.- Variation of pressure drop across interrupter plate with 
weight rate per unit area. 
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Figure 8 . - Concluded. 
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Figure 10.- Variation of heat-transfer rate with power consumed for flat 
plate) 1/8-inch interrupter plate) 3/8-inch interrupter plate) and 
wooden pin-fin plate at several duct widths. 
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